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ABSTRACT 
 
Juneau, John-Michael 
M.S.O.E 
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology 
November 2017 
The Simulation, Design, and Fabrication of Optical Filters 
Thesis Advisor: Dr. Richard Liptak 
 
 The purpose of this thesis is to create a model for designing optical filters and a method for 
fabricating the designed filters onto a multitude of substrates, as well as to find ways to optimize 
this process.  The substrates that were tested were quartz, glass slides, polycarbonate, and 
polyethylene terephthalate (PET).  This work will account for variations in the deposition process 
and substrate cleaning method, in order to optimize the performance of the final optical filter.  
Several different filters were simulated and then fabricated. These filters included 3, 5, and 7-layer 
Bragg reflectors, 11-layer narrowband filters, and some variations of the 11-layer narrowband 
filter where the center layer is adjusted.  This paper will highlight the steps involved in designing 
and simulating these filters, the steps involved in testing and optimizing their fabrication processes, 
and the tests and measurements determining their effectiveness. The effectiveness of the filters is 
determined by how high their maximum reflectivity and transmittance are, and in the case of 
narrowband filters by the width of the transmittance peak’s full width half max (FWHM).    
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 Optical filters are a vital component in many optical systems, such as fiber optic splitters, 
anti-reflective coatings, laser filtering, and optical detectors [1].  Optical filters transmit only the 
desired wavelengths and either absorb or reflect light of unwanted wavelengths.  This can be 
utilized to select a portion of the incoming light for use as an input for an optical system.  
Conversely, optical filters are also used to select a portion of the light to be used as an output [1].  
Furthermore, they can be used to split light into multiple components with differing wavelengths.  
Optical filters allow an optical system to focus on or separate an individual color from a source of 
light in order to detect or remove only that color.  In addition, they can filter out background noise 
from the rest of the optical spectrum [1].  Optical filters come in two main types, absorbance filters 
and interference filters.  Absorbance filters utilize layers of material that have an absorption 
spectrum that filters undesired wavelengths of light and allows the rest of the light to pass through 
[2].  The thicker the filters are, the more effective they become, because a higher percentage of the 
light is absorbed when it moves through more material. In contrast to interference filters, 
absorbance filters are commonly used in less specialized applications because they are easier and 
less expensive to fabricate.  However, absorption filters have a limited number of possible 
spectrums, which limits their use in specialized applications.  [2].   
 This work focuses on interference filters, which use a coating consisting of several very 
thin surface layers.  These layers usually have a thickness a quarter of the target wavelength, which 
can be engineered to transmit the desired spectrum.  Exact thicknesses are required, so these filters 
require more precision than absorbance filters.  An inaccuracy in a single layer’s thickness can 
change the filter’s center wavelength.  These filters function by reflecting a portion of the incoming 
light at the boundary of each layer.  Some of these reflections interfere with each other in such a 
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way that their amplitudes add up due to constructive interference, while others cancel out due to 
destructive interference.  Figure 1.1 illustrates how the individual reflections from each layer 
boundary in a Bragg reflector add up constructively.   
 
 
Figure 1.1: The reflections in a Bragg reflector.  The n1 layers have a higher refractive 
index than the n2 layer, resulting in a reflection at each layer boundary.  These reflections 
have the same phase, and constructively interfere.   
 
 The work presented in this thesis provides a method for simulating, designing, and 
fabricating these optical filters using the equipment in the Rose-Hulman MiNDS lab.  These filters 
could be used to improve the accuracy of optical detectors, improve laser filtering, or selectively 
transmit signals in fiber-optic networks [3]. 
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Chapter 2 of this work discusses in further detail the theory of light interference and how 
it applies to optical filters.  It then provides a review of how quarter-wave layers are utilized to 
construct a Bragg reflector, which is a major component to the narrowband optical filters designed 
in this paper.  This chapter also introduces electron beam evaporation, the fabrication process 
utilized to deposit the thin layers of TiO2 and SiO2 used to construct devices, and the 
spectrophotometer, the main tool used to measure the performance of the devices.   
Chapter 3 discusses the cleaning and preparation methods used on the substrates before 
beginning the fabrication process.  The cleaning methods that were investigated included a basic 
chemical clean of methanol and isopropanol, a modified RCA clean [4], and an O2 plasma clean. 
The results of these methods were compared with each other and against uncleaned samples, in 
order to determine how much of an effect each method had on surface roughness.  This data was 
then used to select which cleaning method would be used in the rest of this work.  
Chapter 4 discusses the process of designing and utilizing a model which was employed to 
simulate optical systems such as Bragg reflectors. This section describes how this simulation 
modeled an optical system as a series of layers, and used these layers’ transmission matrices to 
generate the transmittance spectrum of the system.  This section also includes a description of the 
parameters that can be adjusted, allowing for the design of better reflectors or filters.  Then, the 
fabrication process of the simulated designs (Bragg reflectors) is examined. Several samples were 
fabricated.  Transmittance measurements were taken from these samples and these measurements 
were used to determine the accuracy of the fabrication processes. When necessary, adjustments 
were made to improve the process.  These fabricated samples were primarily used to test whether 
the model accurately predicted real samples, and whether the E-beam deposited the materials with 
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the correct consistency and thickness. The results provided a basis for later filter designs discussed 
in this work.   
In chapter 5, several optical filter designs are presented and simulated.  After analyzing the 
results, one design was chosen for fabrication due to better performance (smaller FWHM and a 
higher reflectance) and higher error tolerance.  This design step included some simulations used 
to test the impact caused by incorrect layer thicknesses. These error tests later turned out to be 
useful for designing alternative versions of the filter.   
Chapter 6 discusses the fabrication process utilized to synthesize and characterize optical 
filters.  These filters were fabricated onto each combination of substrate (glass, quartz, 
polycarbonate, and PET) and cleaning method (no clean, chemical clean, RCA, and O2 Plasma 
clean).  The transmittance spectrums for each of the fabricated samples were compared to evaluate 
which cleaning method was the most effective and how much of an effect the substrate had on the 
transmittance.  This chapter then examines the simulation and fabrication of a filter design that 
utilizes a different center layer thickness in order to shift the center wavelength without changing 
the reflective range.   
In chapter 7, a new design for the filter is simulated based on the twelve layer filter in 
chapter 6, but with a thicker center layer.  The new center layer’s thickness is an integer multiple 
of a half-wave layer.  This new design is then fabricated and the samples’ transmittance 
spectrums are measured and compared to the simulations.  The data is then used to determine if 
the design has useful properties, such as a narrower transmittance band, which can later be used 
for designing filters with higher specifications.   
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Chapter 8 presents possibilities for future research that could be explored regarding this 
work.  This chapter goes over the benefits of some of the fabrication methods that were not 
chosen, and explores other methods which could be optimized to produce a more effective filter. 
These methods include annealing and more thorough error simulations.   
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2.  BACKGROUND  
Light is an electromagnetic wave which consists of both an electric field and a magnetic 
field component. These components oscillate with a period equal to their wavelength [3].  As light 
travels through a material, its phase changes based on the following equation:  
∆ =


      (2.1) 
where n is the index of refraction, L is the distance the wave traveled in the medium, and λ is the 
wavelength of the light.  This change of the light’s phase is important for determining whether it 
will interfere constructively or destructively with itself [5].  Light from a single source can interfere 
with itself when it is split by reflection and multiple beams from that source travel in the same 
direction. If the change of phase (∆) is a multiple of 360 degrees, then the light interferes 
constructively, resulting in a high intensity.  If ∆ is 180 degrees away from a multiple of 360 
degrees, it interferes destructively, resulting in a very low intensity.  This effect can be seen in 
Figure 2.1.   
      
Figure 2.1: (left) The constructive interference of two waves of light that have the same 
wavelength and phase.   (right) The destructive interference that occurs when two waves of 
light have the same wavelength and a phase difference of 180° [5]. 
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For optical filters with multiple layers, the thickness of each layer is chosen so that the 
reflections of a selected wavelength either interfere constructively or destructively with themselves.  
A quarter-wave layer (QWL) is designed to reflect a certain wavelength of light and is commonly 
used in optical filters.  A QWL’s thickness and index of refraction are chosen so that the phase of 
a specified wavelength changes by one fourth of a full rotation (90°) as it passes through the 
material [3].  The QWL has two main reflections: one from the front side and one from the back 
side.  The light that reflects off the front side of the QWL has a phase rotation of 180° due to 
reflection off of a material with a higher index of refraction.  The light that reflects from the back 
side of a QWL and transmits back through the front layer has a phase difference of half a rotation 
(180°) since it has traveled a distance equal to twice the layer thickness.  Both of the reflections 
have the same phase rotation (180°), resulting in constructive interference with a very strong 
reflection and a very low transmittance, as shown in Figure 2.2.  A Bragg reflector formed by 
stacking alternating quarter-wave layers of TiO2 and SiO2 is shown in Figure 1.1.  Another layer 
commonly used in optical filters is a half-wave layer (HWL), which is designed to transmit a 
certain wavelength of light.  A HWL is twice as thick as a QWL, so the target wavelength has a 
phase difference of half a rotation (180°) as it passes through the layer.  The phase change for the 
front reflection is 180°, and the phase change for the light that reflects from the back side of a 
HWL then transmits back through the front side is 360°. Therefore, the two reflections 
destructively interfere, and almost all of the light transmits through the layer.  This effect is shown 
in Figure 2.2.   
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Figure 2.2: (left) A half-wave layer (HWL) works by having reflections that destructively 
interfere due to an opposite phase.  (right) A quarter-wave layer (QWL) works by having 
reflections that constructively interfere due to having no phase difference. 
 
A Bragg reflector uses quarter-wave layers of alternating materials with differing refractive 
indices to ensure that all the reflections of a certain wavelength constructively interfere with 
themselves. This results in the chosen wavelength, along with the nearby wavelengths, having a 
very high reflectance [3].  The bandwidth of the reflected wavelengths can be calculated using:  
∆	
 = 	



arcsin	


     (2.2) 
The materials chosen for the alternating layers should have a low absorption and varying 
refractive indices.  The greater the difference in refractive indices, the higher the reflection 
intensity at the boundary between each set of layers, and the greater the reflectivity of the whole 
Bragg reflector.  Figure 2.3 shows a model for a Bragg reflector, Figure 1.1 shows the reflections 
from each layer of the reflector, and Figure 2.4 shows the visible light transmittance spectrum of 
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a reflector modeled in this work.  Bragg reflectors become more effective as the number of layers 
increases, due to the higher number of constructive reflections.   
 
 
Figure 2.3: The cross section of a 7-layer Bragg reflector.  The H layers (TiO2) have a high 
refractive index, the L layers (SiO2) have a low refractive index.  Each of the layer 
boundaries reflects light, and these reflections add up as shown in Figure 1.1. 
 
 
Figure 2.4: The transmittance spectrum of the Bragg reflector shown in Figure 2.3, with a 
center wavelength of 550nm. 
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 The method that was used for depositing the layers to fabricate Bragg reflectors was 
electron beam evaporation.  This method uses a machine with a strong vacuum chamber (the 
machine used can pump down to as low as 2 * 10-7 Torr), which has a high voltage filament that 
creates a beam of high-energy electrons.  A powerful electromagnetic coil is used to guide the 
electrons towards the target material, which they hit with enough energy to displace individual 
molecules.  These molecules scatter from the target material in a straight path and do not collide 
with air molecules due to the vacuum pressure [6].  As a result, the molecules travel in a straight 
line and deposit a layer of material.  A diagram showing the inside of an E-beam is shown in Figure 
2.5.  The E-beam used in this thesis is a PVD 75 from the Kurt J. Lesker Company shown in Figure 
2.6. The inside of the E-beam is shown in Figure 2.7.   
 
Figure 2.5: A diagram showing the inner workings of an E-beam system [6]. 
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Figure 2.6: This is the E-beam used in this work, the PVD 75 from the Kurt J. Lesker 
company. 
 
 
Figure 2.7: (left) The inside of the PVD 75.  This image shows the bottom half of the 
chamber, where the target is located.  (right) This image shows the top half of the chamber, 
where the substrate is located.   
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 The machine used for characterizing the Bragg reflectors was a Thermo Scientific 
Evolution 300 spectrophotometer, shown in Figures 2.9 and 2.10.  This machine uses a 
monochromator to transmit a selected narrow wavelength band from a white light source.  The 
inner workings of a monochromator are shown in Figure 2.8.  When the white light hits the grating, 
the different wavelengths separate on reflection.  The mirrors can rotate to select which wavelength 
hits the light detector.  When the spectrophotometer collects data, the mirror moves at a uniform 
rate and the data collected by the photodetector is used to make a graph measuring light intensity 
against time.  This is then converted to a transmittance spectrum, with transmittance percent being 
measured against each wavelength, where each moment of time directly correlates to a specific 
wavelength.  
 
Figure 2.8: A diagram for the inner workings of a spectrophotometer [7]. 
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Figure 2.9: The spectrophotometer used in this paper, the Thermo Scientific Evolution 300. 
 
 
Figure 2.10: The inside of the spectrophotometer, where the sample is placed.  The samples 
were usually too large to fit into the center holder, so they had to lean against the side.  This 
added very little error to the measurements, as the measured thickness was multiplied by 
1/cos(θ).  The added thickness error is <0.4% assuming that θ<5°.   
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3. SAMPLE PREPARATION 
Before fabricating optical filters onto substrates, it was important to measure the quality of 
the substrates chosen for this work. The surface roughness of each substrate was the primary focus.  
A substrate with a rough surface reduces the effectiveness of the entire filter, because the roughness 
of the first surface propagates to all of the layers deposited on top of it. This reduces the cohesion 
between each of the layers within the filter, which can result in a variable reflectivity between each 
layer.  Some layers with a high roughness may scatter or absorb light, hindering the filter’s ability 
to completely transmit desired wavelengths and fully reflect undesired wavelengths.  Additionally, 
a high surface roughness can shift the central peak, since the average thickness of each layer can 
be affected due to a slight change in density in the regions between layers.   
Several substrates were tested and used in this paper, including glass, quartz (GE 124), 
polyethylene terephthalate (PET), and polycarbonate.  Testing out PET had a secondary purpose 
as well, which was to see if the entire process of making an optical filter would work on a flexible 
material.  The cleaning methods tested and compared were an RCA clean without the hydrofluoric 
acid step [4], a basic chemical clean using isopropanol and methanol, and an O2 plasma etch clean.  
Uncleaned samples were used as a control group to compare against the cleaned samples.   
An RCA clean is a standardized procedure for cleaning silicon wafers before fabrication. 
This process has three major steps.  The first step is an organic clean, which involves immersing 
the sample in a chemical solution of five parts deionized water, one part ammonium hydroxide, 
and one part hydrogen peroxide for 10 minutes at 80°C.  The second step is the native oxide strip, 
which involves immersing the sample in a solution of one part hydrofluoric acid and 100 parts 
water for 15 seconds at 25°C.  This step was skipped in this thesis, as the substrates that were 
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selected do not have naturally forming oxide layers that would need to be removed.  The third step 
is an ionic clean which involves immersing the sample in a chemical solution of six parts deionized 
water, one part hydrochloric acid, and one part hydrogen peroxide, for 10 minutes at 80°C [4].   
An O2 plasma etch uses a low pressure oxygen plasma consisting of ions and free radicals 
which react with the surface of the target.  These ions and free radicals bond with impurities on 
the surface and form compounds that are ejected from the substrate, resulting in a mostly uniform 
etch that should remove any surface impurities [8].  This was done using the TePla M4L in the 
MiNDS lab, shown in Figure 3.1.  The samples are placed in the machine, which then pumps down 
to a pressure of 50 mTorr.  For the next two minutes, 240 sccm (standard cubic centimeter per 
minute) of oxygen and 15sccm of argon are pumped into the chamber at a pressure of 400 mTorr.  
This guarantees that the correct amounts of oxygen and argon are in the chamber.  Then for the 
next 30 minutes, an RF power of 600 watts is applied with the same gas flow rates, and once this 
is complete the RF power and flow rates are set to 0 and the chamber is vented.   
 
Figure 3.1: The TePla M4L O2 Plasma etch tool utilized in this work.  The left image shows 
the outside of the machine, and the right side shows the inside.  Samples are placed onto the 
center tray [9]. 
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In order to gauge the effectiveness of each cleaning method, the samples underwent several 
tests before the fabrication process.  First, the surface roughness of each sample was measured 
using an Atomic Force Microscope (AFM).  An AFM scans a surface with a very small tip, and 
measures small differences of force on the tip.  These force measurements are used to generate a 
3-D map of the scanned surface, capable of resolving sub-nanometer features.  The AFM used in 
this work is shown in Figure 3.2, and a diagram showing how an AFM works is shown in Figure 
3.3.  The data taken with the AFM had an x and y range of 2.54um, and a height range of 0.3um.  
The results from the AFM scans are shown in Table 3.1, and an image showing an AFM 
measurement is shown in Figure 3.4.  These measurements have a low accuracy because each area 
of each sample has different features. This resulted in a large variation of surface roughness 
measurements.  The PET with an O2 Plasma clean and the polycarbonate with an RCA clean both 
have a very high roughness, which could be due to damage or selective etching from the cleaning 
process.  These results from Table 3.1 show that the cleaning processes taken had very little effect 
on reducing the surface roughness of the samples.  
17 
 
 
Figure 3.2: The Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) used in this thesis. 
 
 
Figure 3.3: A diagram showing how an AFM works.  The piezoelectric scanner moves the 
sample in a very controlled manner, and small movements of the cantilever result in a 
measurable change to the laser’s path [10]. 
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Table 3.1: The surface roughness measurements taken by the AFM 
Surface roughnesses (nm) Glass Quartz Polycarbonate PET 
No clean 15.2 10.6 10.4 11.7 
Chemical clean 18.7 18 8 9.6 
O2 plasma clean 25 11 15.5 36.6 
Modified RCA clean 21.3 22.8 43.1 6.0 
 
 
Figure 3.4: An AFM measurement used for determining the surface roughness of a sample.  
The sample being measured here is an uncleaned piece of polycarbonate.   
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4. BRAGG REFLECTOR DESIGN/SIMULATION 
The main model that was used in this experiment was a simulation of the transmittance 
spectrum of an optical system [3].  This system consists of a series of thin layers of material 
deposited onto a substrate, each with a specified thickness and index of refraction.  A graph of the 
simulated transmittance spectrum is then constructed and compared to the measured transmittance 
spectrum from the spectrophotometer.  The code was written in Maple, a symbolic and numeric 
computing environment. The code is shown in detail in Appendix A.  This model uses the transfer 
matrix of each layer, which is a 2 by 2 matrix used to calculate how the phase of light changes as 
light propagates through a layer of material.  These matrices are multiplied together in order to get 
the effective transfer matrix of the entire optical system. The program then calculates the 
reflectance and transmittance of the system from this matrix.  This process is shown in detail in 
Figure 4.1.  Any combination of layer thicknesses and refractive indexes can be used.  This model 
does not take into account the individual materials’ transmittance spectrums, surface roughness, 
or scattering.  This model was later rewritten as a MATLAB program, which is shown in Appendix 
B, and features most of the same calculations as the original Maple code.  The main additions of 
the new program are a faster computation speed and an automatic fit, which allows the program to 
calculate the original fabrication parameters by fitting a simulated transmission spectrum to a 
sample’s measured transmission spectrum.  The program update is further explained in Appendix 
B.   
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Figure 4.1: A flowchart showing how the model predicts the transmittance spectrum of the 
reflector.  
 
 
The first filters that were designed and fabricated were Bragg reflectors.  When designing 
a Bragg reflector, the materials used for the layers are an important consideration.  The ideal pair 
of materials for the layers of a Bragg reflector have a large difference in their refractive indices, 
possess a low absorption, and can be fabricated without any major complications.  Possible 
fabrication complications include the layers having significantly different lattice structures that 
would prevent bonds from forming, or having different thermal coefficients that would result in 
damaged bonds between layers when the sample experiences a large temperature change [11].  
Silicon dioxide (SiO2) and titanium dioxide (TiO2) were the two materials that were chosen for 
this study.   These materials have significantly different refractive indices, with Silicon Oxide 
having a refractive index of 1.46 [12], and Titanium Oxide having a refractive index of 2.58 [12].  
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This difference results in a high reflectivity at each layer boundary, necessitating fewer layers to 
obtain a high reflectivity.  SiO2 and TiO2 have similar thermal expansion coefficients, with SiO2 
having a coefficient of 7.07 * 10-6 K-1 and TiO2 having a coefficient of 9.943 * 10
-6 K-1 [13].  This 
allows the fabricated samples to endure high temperatures during fabrication without suffering 
damage from thermal expansion, which can result in fractures, buckling, or small cracks [14].  
Alternating layers of TIO2 and SiO2 deposited using sputtering have been shown to work in other 
devices, including the anti-reflective coatings for solar cells [15].   If the difference (in refractive 
index) had been smaller, additional layers would be required to constitute a high enough 
reflectivity to make an effective filter.  Both of these materials could be deposited with the electron 
beam deposition system, allowing all of the layers of each sample to be deposited without breaking 
the vacuum.  This prevents air exposure for all but the top layer, blocking native oxide and other 
impurities from forming on the surface of each layer. This results in a device with higher efficiency 
[16].   Not having to vent the vacuum also helps to greatly reduce the fabrication time of the filter, 
and reduces the number of steps that could induce error.   
Before fully committing to using SiO2 and TiO2, it was necessary to test out how well the 
E-beam deposited these materials and how close their parameters were to the expected values.  
To do this, 1-layer samples of SiO2 and TiO2 were fabricated, and their refractive indices were 
measured with the spectrophotometer.  The measured refractive indices were 1.5151±.002 for 
SiO2 and 2.4404±.016 for TiO2 at a wavelength of 550nm.  These new index values were closer 
together than the theoretical ones, with SiO2 being higher than expected and TiO2 being lower, 
meaning that the reflection intensity at each layer boundary was lower than expected.  As a 
result, the maximum reflection and maximum transmission of fabricated samples would not be as 
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high as for the theoretical ones.  Despite this, it was determined that these index values were still 
far enough apart for these materials to be used.   
 The next requirement was determining the range of wavelengths that could be transmitted 
by each of the materials, and finding an overlap which could be used to fabricate the filters.  The 
transmission spectrums for SiO2 and TiO2 are shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3.  The spectrum for 
SiO2 has a high transmission that covers the entire visible light spectrum.  The spectrum for TiO2 
only has a high transmission spectrum above 350nm.  Below 350nm, the transmission drops off 
quickly.  The reason for this is that TiO2 has an energy band gap of 3.05 eV [12], which means 
that the electrons within TiO2 have a chance of absorbing light with energy higher than 3.05 eV, 
which is light with a wavelength of less than 406.5nm.  As the photon energy increases and the 
wavelength decreases, the absorption chance increases significantly, and for thin layers this 
becomes very noticeable at around 350nm.  The band gap of SiO2 is around 9 eV [12], which 
correlates to wavelengths of less than 137.7nm being absorbed.  Both of the material’s bandgaps 
are large enough that they will not interfere with the transmittance of the center wavelength 
(550nm) or the nearby wavelengths.  
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Figure 4.2:  The transmission spectrum of SiO2 [17]. 
 
 
Figure 4.3:  The transmission spectrum of TiO2 [18]. 
 
The layer thicknesses for a Bragg reflector are based on the refractive indices of the 
deposited materials and on the previously determined center wavelength.  A center wavelength of 
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550 nm was chosen for ease of testing, since it is in the center of the visible wavelength range, and 
it is within a range that is highly transmissive for both materials.  The layer thicknesses are a 
quarter-wavelength of the center wavelength, which results in thicknesses of:  
	 !"#$$ =
%!#
#&'
=
(()	#*
&∗,.(,(
= .). /(0	#*	12	3 45   (4.1)   
For the TiO2 layer, the ideal layer thickness is 56.343 nm.  
Bragg reflectors are most effective when the top and bottom layers (not including the 
substrate) consist of the material with the higher index of refraction, so that the initial reflection 
into the air and the reflection from the substrate are maximized.  As a result, the reflector ends up 
with an odd number of layers deposited onto the substrate.  Initial experiments were performed 
with a small number of layers (3, 5 and 7 layers), while later tests were performed using up to 11 
layers.   
The first samples that were fabricated were Bragg reflectors with a total of 3, 5, and 7 
layers.  The primary purpose of these samples was to determine if the fabrication and measurement 
systems were functioning as intended, and to fix any problems so that future samples could be 
fabricated with higher precision.  These samples also had a secondary purpose, which was to make 
sure that the model detailed earlier in this chapter was accurate in simulating real optical devices.  
First the reflectors were simulated, to make sure that they would reflect light at the intended 
wavelengths.  A diagram of the structure of these reflectors is shown in Figure 4.4.  The simulations 
of the designed Bragg reflectors are presented in Figures 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7.  These figures 
demonstrate that the effectiveness of the reflectors increases significantly as more layers are added.  
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The lowest point of transmittance is approximately 35% for the three layer reflector, and 7% for 
the seven layer reflector.   These reflectors have a reflective region from 450nm to 700nm.   
 
Figure 4.4: The cross-sections for Bragg reflectors with 3, 5, and 7 layers.  The H layers have 
a high index of refraction and the L layers have a low index of refraction.   
  
Figure 4.5: The transmittance spectrum for a simulated 3-layer Bragg reflector. 
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Figure 4.6: The transmittance spectrum for a simulated 5-layer Bragg reflector. 
 
 
Figure 4.7: The transmittance spectrum for a simulated 7-layer Bragg reflector. 
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Three unique Bragg reflectors that incorporated 3, 5, and 7 layers were fabricated using the 
following steps:  to begin, three glass slides were cleaned with a basic chemical clean of methanol, 
isopropanol, and acetone, they were placed in the E-beam chamber which was pumped down to 
6*10-6 Torr in order to create a vacuum before any layers were deposited.  The first layer deposited 
was TiO2, since it has the higher refractive index.  For each layer of TiO2, the E-beam was 
programmed to deposit 56.3 nm.  The second layer deposited was SiO2, which has a refractive 
index of 1.457.  The E-beam was programmed to deposit SiO2 layers to a thickness of 90.7nm.  
The third layer deposited was a second layer of TiO2, which had exactly the same properties as the 
first layer.  After these three depositions, the E-beam vacuum chamber was vented, and one of the 
samples was removed while the other two samples remained.  Breaking the vacuum can introduce 
air molecules to the new surfaces, adding impurities to those layers, but this effect is minor and 
did not have a noticeable impact on the finished samples. After the sample was removed, the E-
beam vacuum chamber was pumped down again, and a layer of SiO2 was deposited, using the 
same methods and measurements as the first SiO2 layer.  Then, a third layer of TiO2 was deposited.  
Following this step, the E-beam was vented, a sample was removed, and the chamber was pumped 
down a third time leaving one remaining sample inside.  To this last sample, another layer of SiO2 
was deposited, followed by a layer of TiO2.  The E-beam vacuum was vented and the last sample 
was removed.  The end result was the fabrication of three unique samples: one with three layers, 
one with five layers, and one with seven layers.   
These transmittance spectrums of the samples were then measured using the Thermo 
Scientific Evolution 300.  The transmittance measurements of these fabricated samples, taken with 
a bandwidth of 2nm, are shown in Figures 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10.  These measurements do not have a 
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reference subtracted.  To obtain a better data fit, the thickness values in the model were later 
adjusted to match the experimental results.   
 
Figure 4.8: The transmittance spectrum of the fabricated 3-layer Bragg reflector is 
represented by the blue line.  The grey line represents the simulated transmittance 
spectrum.   
 
 
Figure 4.9: The transmittance spectrum of the fabricated 5-layer Bragg reflector is 
represented by the blue line.  The grey line represents the simulated transmittance 
spectrum.   
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Figure 4.10: The transmittance spectrum of the fabricated 7-layer Bragg reflector is 
represented by the blue line.  The grey line represents the simulated transmittance 
spectrum.   
 
 These measurements did not completely agree with the simulation results. Several major 
differences existed between the theoretical and experimental data.  The first notable difference was 
that the center wavelength of the fabricated Bragg reflector deviated significantly from the 
simulation. While the simulation predicted a center-wavelength of around 550nm, the fabricated 
device had a center wavelength near 825nm.  The second notable difference is that the 
transmittance values in the reflective region (the part of the transmittance spectrum surrounding 
the center wavelength that has a low transmittance) were higher than the values that the simulation 
predicted.  The first difference was caused by an error in fabrication, while the second difference 
was due to a number of minor and mostly unavoidable factors, such as surface roughness, the 
deposited refractive index of the materials not being the ideal value, and the model not accounting 
for the substrate’s absorption spectrum.  [19] 
 In order to determine the fabrication error that caused the shifted center wavelength, one-
layer samples were deposited, and the thickness of each layer was measured using a profilometer 
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(the KLA Tencor D-500) shown in Figure 4.11.  A profilometer works by dragging a small probe 
across the surface of the sample and continuously recording the height of that probe with respect 
to time [20].  The E-beam was programmed to deposit a test sample with a TiO2 layer of 61.3nm, 
as measured by the E-beam’s internal quartz crystal microbalance (QCM).  This was the 
programmed thickness of the TiO2 in the Bragg reflector, and the average thickness of the 
fabricated sample was measured to be 107 nm, or 1.69 times thicker than expected.  A similar test 
sample was made for SiO2, programmed to deposit 300 nm.  The average thickness was 389 nm, 
or 1.296 times thicker than expected.   
  
Figure 4.11: (left) The profilometer used in this thesis, the KLA Tencor D-500.  (right) A 
diagram showing how a profilometer works, by dragging a stylus tip over a surface and 
measuring the height and the force on the stylus [20]. 
 
 
 These new thicknesses were then programmed into the simulations by changing the 
simulations’ inputs to yield a more accurate prediction of the transmittance spectrum.  The new 
simulations were a much better match to the transmittance spectrum of the fabricated Bragg 
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reflectors than were the original simulations. This is shown in Figures 4.12, 4.13, and 4.14.  Each 
of the transmittance peaks in the adjusted simulations is close to the experimental results, while 
the original simulation appears to be very different from the experimental data.  The simulations 
do not factor in the glass’s absorption spectrum, which absorbs most of the light below 375 nm.  
All samples deposited later had the layer thicknesses adjusted to compensate for the difference 
between programmed deposition rate and actual deposition rate.   
 
Figure 4.12: A plot comparing the fabricated 3-layer sample with the original and adjusted 
models. 
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Figure 4.13: A plot comparing the fabricated 5-layer sample with the original and adjusted 
models. 
 
Figure 4.14: A plot comparing the fabricated 7-layer sample with the original and adjusted 
models. 
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In order to fabricate Bragg reflectors with five and nine layers, four cleaned samples, 
divided between O2 plasma cleaned samples and chemical cleaned samples, and two uncleaned 
samples were put into the E-beam.  Alternating layers of SiO2 and TiO2 were deposited onto these 
samples in a process similar to the one described earlier in this chapter.  The materials and layer 
order were the same as those of the previous samples, but the layer thicknesses were adjusted to 
compensate for inaccuracies in the quartz crystal microbalance.  After five layers were deposited, 
half of the samples were removed from the E-beam, and the other half had four additional layers 
deposited for a total of nine layers.  The end result is 24 different samples, using four different 
substrates and two cleaning methods with a control group.  The 5-layer samples are shown in 
Figure 4.15.  These samples were all measured using the spectrophotometer, and the results for the 
five layer reflectors are shown in Figures 4.16, 4.17, and 4.18.  The fabrication of nine layer 
reflectors did not produce useful results due to a large error in deposition rates, so only the results 
of the five layer devices will be demonstrated.   
 
Figure 4.15: The transmittance of fluorescent white light from the paper through 5-layer 
Bragg reflectors.  The transmittance spectrum shifts depending on the angle of incidence, 
and is also dependent on where the sample was placed in the E-beam.  
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Figure 4.16: The transmittance spectrums of the 5-layer reflectors deposited on glass. 
 
 
 The blank glass samples all had nearly identical transmittance spectrums, showing that the 
cleaning methods (uncleaned, O2 plasma clean, or chemical clean) used did not have a significant 
effect on the substrate’s transmittance spectrum.  For the samples with a 5-layer reflector, the 
cleaning method had a more noticeable effect, likely due to a reduced surface roughness resulting 
in increased transmittance [19].  The glass substrate that underwent the modified RCA clean had 
a very small performance increase relative to the uncleaned sample.  Furthermore, the glass slide 
that was exposed to an O2 plasma clean had a significantly shifted center wavelength, but this is 
most likely due to its location within the E-beam rather than due to the cleaning method.  The large 
glass samples had a visible gradient pattern, shown in Figure 4.15, indicating that the deposition 
process was not perfectly uniform.  Compared to the simulation, the three samples with 5-layer 
reflectors had a shifted peak, and it appears that the E-beam deposition rate was still not completely 
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accurate.  The reflectivity was reduced, which could have been caused by the deposited materials 
not having the expected crystal structure, resulting in a lower refractive index and weaker internal 
reflections than expected.  When TiO2 is evaporated in an E-beam, the vapor can consist of various 
Ti-O combinations including TiO, Ti2O3, and TiO2, which can result in variance in the structure 
and refractive index of the deposited layer [21].   
 
Figure 4.17: The transmittance spectrums of the 5-layer reflectors deposited on PET. 
 
 
 The cleaning process had a noticeable effect on the PET samples, and the O2 plasma clean 
had a better transmittance than the uncleaned sample, even with visible damage, and the chemical 
cleaned O2 having the best performance.  The PET’s transmittance spectrum seemed to follow a 
sinusoidal pattern, with a period that increased as the wavelength increased. This pattern was also 
noticeable in the measurements of the 5-layer reflector samples.   
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Figure 4.18: The transmittance spectrums of the 5-layer reflectors deposited on 
polycarbonate. 
 
 
 The polycarbonate did not show a significant change in transmittance due to cleaning 
methods, even after the reflector was deposited.  There was a slight center wavelength shift for the 
O2 plasma cleaned sample, but that was most likely due to the location within the E-beam during 
deposition.   
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5. OPTICAL FILTER BACKGROUND AND SIMULATIONS 
The optical filter designed in this thesis is a band-pass filter, and was designed as a variation 
of a Bragg reflector, with an added narrow-band transmittance peak within the reflective region.  
The wavelengths within a few nanometers of the peak wavelength have a high transmittance.  The 
wavelengths outside this region but within a hundred nanometers of the peak have a high 
reflectivity.  The wavelengths outside that region transmit light.  This is accomplished by having 
the thickness of the middle layer doubled, changing it from a quarter-wave layer into a half-wave 
layer.  Figure 5.1 shows a model for this filter, and Figure 5.2 shows the transmittance of this filter 
across a whole spectrum.  A small wavelength region around the center wavelength has a very 
high transmittance, and there are larger wavelength regions to the left and right of the center peak 
that have a very high reflectance.  The theory behind how this filter works is that the half-wave 
layer causes the 11-layer filter to act as two separate 5-layer Bragg reflectors, and each forms a 
reflection.  These two filters have opposite phases, so the reflections from both 5-layer filters 
cancel out.  This can be seen in Figure 5.1.  For wavelengths further than a few nanometers from 
the target wavelength, the reflections from both of the 5-layer filters is not completely destructive 
due to changes in phase that build up each layer.  The reflections do not cancel out, and the entire 
filter acts as an 11-layer Bragg reflector.   
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Figure 5.1: The cross-section of an 11-layer narrowband filter, where H is a material with a 
high refractive index, and L is a material with a low refractive index.  This filter can act as 
two separate Bragg reflectors, and their reflections destructively interfere at the target 
wavelength.   
 
 
 
Figure 5.2: The transmittance spectrum of the 11-layer narrowband filter shown in Figure 
5.1, with a center wavelength of 550nm. 
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One idea that was simulated, but ultimately rejected, was to use a pair of Bragg reflectors 
to block the regions of light on both sides of the target wavelength, so that only the target 
wavelength would pass through.  A Bragg reflector with a short central wavelength would be 
deposited onto the front of the substrate, and a Bragg reflector with a long central wavelength 
would be deposited onto the back side of the substrate, as shown in Figure 5.3.  Models for filters 
using a pair of 7-layer and a pair of 9-layer reflectors are shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5.  The 9-
layer device has a FWHM of 30 nm, which is much smaller than the 7-layer device’s FWHM of 
48nm.  This shows that a device’s performance improves as more layers are added, exhibiting a 
narrower central band and a greater reflectivity in the surrounding wavelengths.  The FWHM of a 
peak is determined by taking the two points where the transmittance is at 50%, and finding the 
difference.   
 
Figure 5.3: The cross section of a conceptual narrowband filter utilizing two Bragg reflectors.  
The H layers have a higher index of refraction than the L layers, and the center wavelength 
of the bottom reflector is less than that of the top reflector. 
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Figure 5.4: The transmittance spectrum of the filter in Figure 5.3. 
 
 
Figure 5.5: The transmittance spectrum of overlapped 9-layer Bragg reflectors. 
 
This filter works well if the fabrication process deposits layers with the precise thickness, 
but this filter’s performance is very sensitive to any errors in fabrication.  In Figure 5.6, a large 
error was intentionally added to one of the layers. The transmittance spectrum illustrates that the 
device no longer acts as a functional filter.  The transmittance is too low, and the FWHM or the 
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transmitted light is far too wide.  A flawless fabrication process was unlikely to occur, so a new 
process was necessary to reliably make a filter with a high transmittance and a narrow peak.   
 
Figure 5.6: The transmittance spectrum of overlapped 9-layer Bragg reflectors with an 
added error. 
 
 
 The simulation for the 11-layer model demonstrates that it is superior to overlapping Bragg 
reflectors in several ways.  The simulated transmittance of an 11-layer filter is shown in Figure 
5.2.  The main advantage of this filter design is that the FWHM is much narrower, at only 14nm.  
An additional advantage is ease of fabrication relative to the overlapping reflector design.  All 
eleven layers can be deposited in a vacuum chamber without ever having to vent the chamber, 
effectively cutting the fabrication time in half.   
A third advantage of the 11-layer filter is that errors in fabrication have a small effect on 
performance.  Figure 5.7 demonstrates what happens when a major thickness error is added to two 
of the layers, with the fourth layer being 1.5 times its intended thickness and the twelfth layer being 
0.6 times its intended thickness.  Several other thickness errors were tested as well, and are shown 
in Appendix C.  These error tests were done by trial and error, rather than any systematic approach.  
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There was very little change to the center peak, which still had a narrow FWHM and a 
transmittance of greater than 90%, but the peak has shifted by around 25nm, or 5%.  The left edge 
of the Bragg reflector’s range now had a very strange transmittance pattern, as the reflections at 
the edge of the reflective region did not all interfere constructively due to the introduced errors.  
The center of the reflector was not affected, so the center narrowband was still surrounded by a 
highly reflective region, and the filter still functioned if only a small wavelength region was 
considered.   
 
Figure 5.7: Transmittance spectrum of a simulated 11-layer narrowband filter with two 
added errors. 
 
 
 Another type of error was tested in which all layers of a specific material were engineered 
with the wrong thickness, with each one incorporating the same error.  This type of error is likely 
to occur, since if a material does not deposit at the correct rate and with the correct material 
properties it will affect all layers of that material.  In the example shown in Figure 5.8, all layers 
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of SiO2 are 1.2 times thicker than their intended value, which could happen if the E-beam is 
depositing SiO2 at the incorrect rate.  The resulting transmittance spectrum shows that the center 
peak and both sides of the Bragg structure’s reflectivity range have shifted by approximately 10%.  
Besides this shift, there are no notable differences. 
 
 
Figure 5.8: Transmittance spectrum of an 11-layer narrowband filter with a uniform 
thickness error in all SiO2 layers. 
 
 
 Intentionally introducing an error can produce some beneficial results.  In Figure 5.9, the 
sixth layer of the filter was changed to be 1.25 times as thick as usual, and as a result the center 
wavelength shifted by around 10 percent (55nm), while the reflectivity range of the Bragg structure 
did not undergo a significant shift.  The peak is much more centered in the reflectivity range, and 
the wavelengths to the left of the peak are almost completely reflected. The reflectivity of the 
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wavelengths to the right of the peak is lower than it was in the simulation without the added error, 
which is likely just a side effect of the peak shifting. This lower reflectivity is only a minor issue 
in the simulation, but it ended up being more problematic in the fabricated samples.   
 
Figure 5.9: Transmittance spectrum of an 11-layer narrowband filter with an intentional 
error which shifts the center narrowband transmittance. 
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6. OPTICAL FILTER FABRICATION 
The process of fabricating the 11-layer optical filter involved three steps:  first, depositing 
a 5-layer Bragg reflector with the same materials and thicknesses as discussed in section 4, then a 
half-wave layer of the material with a lower refractive index (SiO2) was deposited, then the 
deposition of another 5-layer Bragg reflector.  The substrates were cleaned, with separate samples 
selected for each of the four cleaning methods (uncleaned, isopropanol and methanol, RCA, O2 
plasma clean). They were then placed inside the E-beam evaporator, and the layers of material 
were deposited.  After the samples were removed from the E-beam, a second set of 11-layer optical 
filters was fabricated, but with the center layer having a 25% greater thickness in order to see if it 
would produce a useful result.  According to the simulations, this change should alter the center 
wavelength without shifting the boundary of the reflective region.  The fabricated samples are 
shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2.   
 
Figure 6.1: The reflection of fluorescent light off of the annealed narrowband filters.  The 
blue filters are the normal 11-layer narrowband filters, the yellow filters have the shifted 
peak.  The color is very different due to the narrowband peak covering a transmittance 
peak from the fluorescent light. 
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Figure 6.2: The transmittance of fluorescent light off of the annealed narrowband filters.  
The yellow filters are the normal 11-layer narrowband filters. The blue filters have the 
shifted peak. 
 
 
The transmittance spectrums for the samples were taken with the spectrophotometer, from 
the range of 300nm to 900nm with a bandwidth of 1nm.  After the measurements were taken, the 
glass samples were annealed at 1000°C for 90 minutes, in order to see if the annealing process 
would improve results.  The samples were annealed so that the interfaces between individual layers 
would become more uniform. The individual layers would crystallize and form tighter bonds, 
changing their refractive index, and consequently improving performance.  TiO2 crystallizes in its 
rutile phase at temperatures above 750°C, so the layers of TiO2 should be in this phase after 
annealing [22].  The results for the transmittance spectrums of both the annealed and non-annealed 
filters are shown in Figure 6.3.   
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Figure 6.3: The transmittance spectrum of the fabricated 11-layer filters. 
 
 
 The filter was similar to the simulation, with the main differences being that the center 
wavelength was shifted, centered at 505nm instead of the intended 550nm, and that the peak 
transmittance was lower.  The first difference was most likely due to the deposition rate not being 
fully accurate. The second difference may have been caused by imperfect bonds between layers 
[23] or by the difference between refractive indices in the fabricated sample and the simulation.  
A fit was made for the no anneal 11-layer sample, which is shown in Figure 6.4.  The results of 
this fit show that the TiO2 layers are around 44.89nm thick, which is significantly less than the 
56.34nm thickness of the original design.  Using the refractive index value from the fit, this 
corresponds to a center wavelength of 439.72nm.  Additionally, the SiO2 layers were around 
80.82nm thick instead of 90.75nm.  Using the refractive index value from the fit, this corresponds 
to a center wavelength of 549.59, which is very close to the desired thickness.   
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Figure 6.4:  The best fit calculated for an 11-layer narrowband filter on quartz, after 3000 
iterations.  n1 and d1 are the index of refraction and thickness of the SiO2 layers, while n2 
and d2 are for the TiO2 layers.   
 
 
Annealing had a noticeable effect on the filter.  The center wavelength shifted from 509nm 
to 495nm, the peak transmittance decreased from 83.4% to 75.0%, the reflective regions had higher 
reflectivity (from 90.5% to 93.9% on the right side of the peak), and the center peak was slightly 
narrower, with the full width half-max (FWHM) going from 16nm to 12nm.  The wavelength shift 
is probably due to the molecules in each layer forming tighter, denser bonds, causing the thickness 
of each layer to decrease.  The refractive index and density of TiO2 increases as it becomes more 
crystalline [24].  As a result, the overall reflectivity of the filter increased due to the higher 
individual reflectivities between layers.  This was also likely the cause for the decreased 
transmittance in the center peak.  Overall, the annealing process improved filter performance, by 
providing a higher reflectivity and a smaller FWHM, but the deposited layer thicknesses will have 
to be adjusted to make up for the shifted center wavelength.   
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Figure 6.5: The transmittance spectrum of the fabricated 11-layer filters with an 
intentionally added error. 
 
 
 The transmission spectrums for the samples with the modified center layer are shown in 
Figure 6.5, with the modified center layer having the same effect as in the simulation in Figure 5.9.  
The peak wavelength was shifted without shifting the far edges of the reflective regions.  The 
simulation shows a very minor decrease in performance, but the samples have a very noticeable 
decrease.  The transmittance of the samples at the center peak is relatively low, at 73.1% and 70.8%, 
and the FWHM has increased to 30nm and 23nm (from 21nm and 17nm), with an uncertainty of 
1nm.  An additional effect of the shifted peak is that the reflective region to the right of the center 
peak is much less reflective, and the reflective region to the left of the peak is slightly more 
reflective.  This was visible in the simulation, but to a much smaller degree, and is more noticeable 
in the sample due to the change from full transmittance to full reflection (at around 450nm and 
650nm) being much more gradual than in the simulation.  Overall, the loss of performance makes 
this change not as useful as expected.  Figure 6.6 shows the transmittance measurements of the 
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PET samples, where neither sample was annealed.  This figure shows that the center peak has 
shifted, the reflective regions have the same boundaries, and the reflectivity around 600nm is much 
lower in the sample with an induced error than in the sample with an unchanged center layer 
thickness.   
 
Figure 6.6: Comparison of 11-layer filters with and without the added center layer 
thickness error. 
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7. ALTERNATE DESIGN SIMULATION AND FABRICATION 
In order to further optimize the narrowband filter, some adjustments were made to the 
model.  The thickness of the center layer was adjusted, and through trial and error it was 
determined that there were interesting results when the center was an integer multiple of a half-
wavelength (HWL) thickness (181.56nm).  As the center thickness starts to increase to low integer 
multiples, the center band’s FWHM shrinks, as shown in Table 7.1, and the reflective range gets 
smaller, which can be seen in Figure 7.1.  The smaller FWHM would be a desirable improvement 
for the narrowband filter, and it would most likely make up for the smaller reflective range.  
Therefore, these adjusted center thicknesses provide a useful alternate design for the narrowband 
filter.   
Table 7.1: The FWHM of the center band of 11-layer narrowband filters with different 
center layer thicknesses 
Thickness of center 
layer as a multiple of 
HWLs (106.2nm each) 
FWHM of 
center peak 
(nm) 
1 14 
2 10 
3 8 
10 3 
30 1 
100 0.5 
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Figure 7.1: Comparison of simulated narrowband filters with differing center layer 
thicknesses. 
 
 
When the center layer’s thickness is at higher integer HWL multiples, the FWHM 
continues to decrease, and additional reflective peaks appear at a uniform distance from each other, 
which can be seen in Figures 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4.  The filter that results is both a narrowband filter 
and a comb filter.  A comb filter has a narrowband transmittance that repeats periodically, which 
can be used for modulating signals, reducing noise, and controlling the output of multi-wavelength 
lasers [25].   
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Figure 7.2: Transmittance spectrum of 11-layer filter with 10HWL center layer thickness. 
 
 
Figure 7.3: Transmittance spectrum of 11-layer filter with 30HWL center layer thickness. 
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Figure 7.4: Transmittance spectrum of 11-layer filter with 100HWL center layer thickness.  
The varying peak heights are caused by a limitation in the number of data points that can 
be generated.   
 
 
 The simulated results showed useful properties, specifically a high number of very narrow 
peaks.  To confirm these results, two modified filters were fabricated.  The first of these filters had 
a center layer thickness of three HWL, and the second had a center layer thickness of ten HWL.  
A glass sample and a polycarbonate sample underwent a simple chemical clean with isopropanol 
and methanol. These were then were placed into the E-beam.  The deposition process had only one 
difference from the narrowband fabrication process, which was the programmed center layer 
thickness being 544.68nm instead of 181.56nm.  The rest of this process remained unchanged from 
earlier.  The fabricated samples were measured in the spectrophotometer, and the transmittance 
spectrum is shown in Figure 7.5, plotted on the same curve as the simulation.   
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Figure 7.5: Transmittance spectrums for fabricated and simulated 11-layer filter with 3 
HWL center layer thickness. 
 
 
 The transmittance spectrum was shifted to a center wavelength of 450nm, instead of the 
550nm that was expected.  The most probable cause was an inaccurate deposition rate, but this 
could also have been caused by an inaccurate refractive index.  The simulation in Figure 7.5 was 
adjusted to approximate the new deposition rates, with the SiO2 depositing at 80% the expected 
rate and the TiO2 depositing at 73.6% the expected rate.  The future deposition rates were adjusted 
to compensate for these inaccuracies.  The fabricated sample did not perform as well as the 
simulation.  The FWHM of the sample was very close to the simulation, at 9nm compared to the 
simulation’s 8nm.  The transmittance reached 70% instead of 90%, and the reflective regions were 
much smaller.  Another notable difference was that all the peaks were closer together, which could 
have been caused by the refractive index being different than expected.  The FWHM of this 
modified sample was much better than that of the original narrowband filter, which had a FWHM 
of 16nm.   
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The next filter which was fabricated had a center layer of 10 HWL, or 1815.6nm, and the 
result of the filter’s performance is plotted in Figure 7.6, alongside the simulation data.  An 
automatic fit of this filter is shown in Figure 7.7. The fabricated filter’s performance had the same 
peaks and similar reflectivity as the simulation.  However, some factor other than the refractive 
index or average layer thickness of each material was responsible for the low peak transmission.   
 
Figure 7.6: Transmittance spectrums for fabricated and simulated 11-layer filter with 10 
HWL center layer thickness. 
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Figure 7.7:  The best fit calculated for an 11-layer comb filter with a 10x HWL center layer 
deposited onto glass.   
 
 
 The fabricated sample does succeed in demonstrating a comb filter pattern, with a series of 
distinct spaced peaks.  These peaks appear at 465nm, 495nm, 530nm, 570nm, 617nm, 668nm, 
726nm, and 786nm.  The wavelength for each peak is approximately 1.08 times that of the previous 
peak.  However, the fabricated sample does not perform nearly as well as the simulated one, with 
the main issue being that the transmittance is too low.  The peaks in the fabricated samples range 
from 50% to 70% transmittance.  The peaks also have a slightly different spacing than in the 
simulation.  The drop in transmittance for wavelengths below 400nm is caused by the absorption 
spectrum of the substrate.  The center peak of this sample has a FWHM of 5nm, which is a further 
improvement relative to the other fabricated samples, but not as good as the simulated FWHM of 
3nm.   
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 Overall, this new filter design with a thicker center layer does show potential, and could be 
an improvement to the narrowband filter, specifically due to the improved FWHM.  This process 
will need to be optimized in order to overcome the downside of as low transmittance.   
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8. CONCLUSION 
It has been demonstrated that the design and fabrication methods used in this work are 
capable of creating Bragg reflectors, narrow-band optical filters, and can be applied to create more 
complicated filters such as comb filters.  Bragg reflectors with 3, 5, 7 layers were simulated and 
then fabricated and measured.  The measurements roughly matched the simulations, and steps were 
taken to improve the performance of the samples fabricated afterwards.  In an effort to improve 
performance for the narrowband filters, different cleaning methods, substrates, and annealing were 
tested.  These filters were fabricated and had results comparable to those of the simulations, but 
their performance was suboptimal due to having a lower reflectivity.  The different cleaning 
methods had a negligible effect.  Annealing resulted in a small but notable improvement in 
performance.  The effect of changing the substrate was minimal, with the only noticeable effect 
being cause by the substrate’s absorption spectrum.     
In an effort to further improve performance, the center layer thickness was adjusted, and 
new samples were simulated and fabricated with center layer thicknesses of 1.25HWL (half 
wavelength), 3HWL, and 10HWL.  The 1.25HWL sample demonstrated that it is possible to shift 
the center peak of the filter without changing the range of the reflective region, but there is a large 
cost in performance.  The FWHM was larger, the transmittance at the peak was lower, and the 
reflectivity was lower, meaning that this modification was not very useful.  The 3HWL and 
10HWL samples had much better results.  The 3HWL sample had a significantly narrower peak 
with a FWHM of 9nm compared to the original sample’s 16nm, but it had a slightly smaller 
reflective region.  This sample seems to be an overall improvement on the filter design.  The 
10HWL sample had a thinner FWHM of 5nm, but it had a lower peak transmittance of around 
60%, as compared to the original sample’s 95%, and a small reflective range.  While this sample 
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was not useful as a narrowband filter, it had another useful aspect.  The 10HWL sample had 
multiple peaks, each having relatively uniform spacing (with the spacing being directly 
proportional to the wavelength), causing the sample to act as a comb filter.  While creating this 
type of filter was not the original goal of this paper, further research on this filter could prove to 
be useful for applications such as filtering fiber optic signals [26].   
There is further work to be done in order to optimize the fabrication process using the Rose-
Hulman MiNDS lab, and it could be worth re-evaluating the deposition process used.  Some of the 
parameters could be changed with the current E-beam deposition process, such as increasing the 
voltage and current to increase the energy of each deposited molecule, thereby changing the 
structure of the deposited layers.  Another parameter to test could be the creation a stronger vacuum 
by pumping down the E-beam chamber for a longer time.  This would improve the quality of the 
deposited layers.  More methods could be tried, such as utilizing a different tool to deposit layers, 
depositing different materials, or depositing at a higher temperature to induce crystallization and 
produce smoother layer boundaries.   
For film deposition, the E-Beam was utilized because it is reliable, relatively fast, and has 
a good selection of available materials. However, there were some problems with this approach.  
The first problem with the system was that the quartz crystal microbalance inside the E-beam did 
not provide c-onsistent thickness measurements, resulting in the wrong amount of material being 
deposited.  This resulted in the center wavelength of the deposited filter being significantly off.  
The amount of material deposited had to be readjusted several times.  The second problem was 
that the samples were not nearly as reflective as the simulations.  This could have been caused by 
uneven layer distribution or by the deposited material not having the expected refractive index.  
An unexpected refractive index could be caused by the deposited material not having a reliable 
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structure.  Changing the deposition parameters might help mitigate these problems, but changing 
deposition machines is another possible answer.   
Alternative deposition techniques that could have been used and were not tested include 
sputtering and atomic layer deposition.  The main benefits that could come from changing 
deposition methods are: increasing predictability and accuracy of layer thicknesses, enhancing 
transitions between layers, and reducing errors within each layer.  These benefits could result in a 
filter that has a higher reflectance and transmittance, with a higher probability of the filter’s center 
wavelength matching up with the target wavelength.   
Sputtering was not tested due to the difficulty in switching out the materials, as well as 
having a lower number of materials that can be deposited.  Sputtering can have the advantages of 
a fast deposition rate and the ability to switch between materials without venting the vacuum 
chamber. This means it would be faster for depositing samples with a large number of layers.  
Tuning the deposition parameters might be easier, which would allow for the materials to have a 
more predictable structure and refractive index.   
Atomic layer deposition (ALD) was tested but not selected for this thesis due to difficulty 
in depositing layers thicker than a few nm.  Additionally, there was uncertainty in the composition 
of the deposited surface.  The deposition processes could be optimized for two materials, so that 
the ALD could deposit both in a predictable manner.  The ALD has the advantages of being able 
to deposit layers with a very low surface roughness with an exact thickness, but it would be difficult 
to deposit filters with a center wavelength higher than x-ray or ultraviolet, due to the very slow 
rate of deposition.   
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Another method for optimizing the filter fabrication process could be to further refine the 
annealing process, by testing a variety of temperatures and times to determine which are ideal.  
Annealing was shown to have a small but positive effect.  The modified narrowband filters 
fabricated in section 7 of this paper were not annealed, and annealing them might improve their 
performance.   
Lastly, it is also possible that the cleaning method could be improved, in order to reduce 
the effect of surface roughness.  Chemical mechanical planarization, a process that involves using 
a corrosive slurry and a polishing pad, could be used to minimize the surface roughness of the 
substrate.  [27]  
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APPENDIX A 
 This appendix includes the maple code that was used to simulate the transmittance 
spectrums of the Bragg reflectors and optical filter designs in this paper.   
Maple document for obtaining transmittance with respect to wavelength for a layered optical 
system 
> restart: with(linalg): with(plots): 
 
This section defines the characteristic matrices for two different types of layers.  In order to have 
more distinct layers, M3, M4, etc. and its corresponding variables are added to the code 
> M1:=matrix(2,2,[cos(delta1), I*sin(delta1)/eta1, 
I*eta1*sin(delta1), cos(delta1)]); 
 
> M2:=matrix(2,2,[cos(delta2), I*sin(delta2)/eta2, 
I*eta2*sin(delta2), cos(delta2)]); 
 
 
Multiplies the matrices for all the layers 
> MT1:=evalm(M2&*M1&*M2&*M1&*M2): 
 
Defines the thicknesses for each layer 
> d1:=550/(4*n1):d2:=550/(4*n2): 
 
This section substitutes the values for the change of phase as light passes through each layer 
> MT1:=subs({delta1=2*Pi*d1*n1/lambda, delta2=2*Pi*d2*n2/lambda, 
eta1=n1, eta2=n2},evalm(MT1)): 
 
This section substitutes in refractive index of the layers 
> MT1:=subs({n1=1.46,n2=2.5893},evalm(MT1)): 
 
This section evaluates the reflection coefficient, using eto0 as the external medium (air) and eto3 
as the index of the substrate.  
> r:=(eta0*m11+eta0*eta3*m12-m21-
eta3*m22)/(eta0*m11+eta0*eta3*m12+m21+eta3*m22): 
> r1:=subs({m11=MT1[1,1], m12=MT1[1,2], m21=MT1[2,1], 
m22=MT1[2,2]},r): 
> r1:=subs({eta0=1,eta3=1.525},r1): 
> R1:=r1*conjugate(r1): 
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The transmittance spectrum is graphed 
> plot(1-R1, lambda=300..900, numpoints=601, adaptive=false); 
 
 
This section is to convert the graph into a series of data points that can later be opened in excel 
>  
 
>  
 
>  
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APPENDIX B 
 
This appendix includes the updated simulation code, rewritten in MATLAB.  The main 
updates provided by this new code are a much faster computation time and an automatic fit 
process, which allows for the layer parameters to be calculated and for samples with many layers 
to be simulated.  The previous code could only simulate samples up to 11 layers due to a lack of 
optimization.   
The automatic fit works by generating hundreds of simulated transmission spectrums.  
Each spectrum is compared to the sample’s spectrum, and slight adjustments are made to the 
values for layer thickness and refractive index.  Any adjustments that result in a lower RMSE 
(Root Mean Square Error) are kept and adjustments that result in a higher RMSE are discarded.  
This process runs for thousands of iterations, or until there is no longer any change to RMSE.   
This code consists of two files, the script and the controller.  The script imports the 
experimental data, runs the controller, and has the user inputs such as layer order and substrate 
refractive index.  The controller starts with a set of randomized parameters for the thicknesses 
and refractive indices of the SiO2 and TiO2 layers, and uses a loop that generates a simulated 
transmittance spectrum, determines the RMSE compared to the experimental data, and adjusts 
parameters in order to hone into a better fit.  The controller also generates the graphs comparing 
the best fit to the experimental data.   
 
SCRIPT 
 
clc;clear; 
  
 %Import Experimental Data 
  
 f = fopen('quartz.txt'); 
 strData = textscan(f,'%s%s%s%s%s%s'); 
 fclose(f); 
 strData = cat(2,strData{:}); 
 A = str2double(strData); 
  
 stop = 0; 
 while ~stop 
     if isnan(A(1,1)) 
         A(1,:) = []; 
     else 
         stop = 1; 
     end 
 end 
  
%Remove sides / Rescale R 
 A(:,3:end) = []; 
 A(:,2) = A(:,2)/100; 
 lambda = A(:,1); 
 data = A(:,2); 
 MTvec = [1,2,1,2,1,2,1,1,2,1,2,1,2,1]; 
n0 = 1; 
n3 = 1.525; 
 
%% Calculate Simulation Data 
  
inputs{1} = [n0,n3]; 
inputs{2} = MTvec; 
inputs{3} = [lambda,data]; 
gbest = PSO_Controller(inputs); 
  
delta1 = 2*pi*gbest(3).*gbest(1)./lambda; 
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delta2 = 2*pi*gbest(4).*gbest(2)./lambda; 
  
M1_11 = cos(delta1); 
M1_12 = 1i*sin(delta1)./gbest(1); 
M1_21 = 1i*gbest(1).*sin(delta1); 
M1_22 = cos(delta1); 
  
M2_11 = cos(delta2); 
M2_12 = 1i*sin(delta2)./gbest(2); 
M2_21 = 1i*gbest(2).*sin(delta2); 
M2_22 = cos(delta2); 
  
for i=1:length(MTvec) 
    if i==1 
        if (MTvec(i)==1) 
            MT_11 = M1_11; 
            MT_12 = M1_12; 
            MT_21 = M1_21; 
            MT_22 = M1_22; 
        else 
            MT_11 = M2_11; 
            MT_12 = M2_12; 
            MT_21 = M2_21; 
            MT_22 = M2_22; 
        end 
    else 
        if (MTvec(i)==1) 
            C11 = MT_11.*M1_11 + MT_12.*M1_21; 
            C12 = MT_11.*M1_12 + MT_12.*M1_22; 
            C21 = MT_21.*M1_11 + MT_22.*M1_21; 
            C22 = MT_21.*M1_12 + MT_22.*M1_22; 
            MT_11 = C11; 
            MT_12 = C12; 
            MT_21 = C21; 
            MT_22 = C22; 
        else 
            C11 = MT_11.*M2_11 + MT_12.*M2_21; 
            C12 = MT_11.*M2_12 + MT_12.*M2_22; 
            C21 = MT_21.*M2_11 + MT_22.*M2_21; 
            C22 = MT_21.*M2_12 + MT_22.*M2_22; 
            MT_11 = C11; 
            MT_12 = C12; 
            MT_21 = C21; 
            MT_22 = C22; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
  
r = (n0*MT_11 + n0*n3*MT_12 - MT_21 - n3*MT_22)./(n0*MT_11 + n0*n3*MT_12 + MT_21 + n3*MT_22); 
R = r.*conj(r); 
  
simulated = 1-R; 
  
sc = sqrt(sum((data-simulated).^2,1)/size(lambda,1)); 
  
% figure(2); 
% plot(lambda,data,'k'); 
% hold on; 
% plot(lambda,simulated,'r'); 
% hold off; 
% legend('Experimental Data','Simulated Results'); 
% xlabel('Wavelength [nm]'); 
% ylabel('Transmittance'); 
  
%% Print 
  
fprintf('\n'); 
fprintf('Real Values      Simulated Values\n'); 
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fprintf('n1 = %5.3f       n1 = %5.3f\n',n1,gbest(1)); 
fprintf('n2 = %5.3f       n2 = %5.3f\n',n2,gbest(2)); 
fprintf('d1 = %5.3f       d1 = %5.3f\n',d1,gbest(3)); 
fprintf('d2 = %5.3f       d2 = %5.3f\n',d2,gbest(4)); 
fprintf('\n'); 
fprintf('Score = %f\n',sc); 
 
 
 
 
 
CONTROLLER 
 
function gbest = PSO_Controller(inputs) 
%Handles inputs and outputs for PSO Algorithm 
%inputs is a structure: 
%   inputs{1} = [n0,n3] 
%   inputs{2} = MT order as a vector of 1's and 2's 
%   inputs{3} = [lambda,1-R] experimental data to be fit to 
  
%xb is c x 2, and contains boundary values for c parameters (min,max) 
xb = [ 1.4,  1.7;  %n1 
       1.8,  3;  %n2 
      40,150;  %d1 
      30,100]; %d2 
  
%P is a vector containing data which guides PSO 
P = zeros(10,1); 
P(1)  = 0.25;    %Maximum velocity in terms of bounds percentage 
P(2)  = 3000;   %Maximum number of itterations 
P(3)  = 30;      %Number of particles 
P(4)  = 2.05;    %c1 
P(5)  = 2.05;    %c2 
P(6)  = 0.9;     %Initial inertial weight (w) 
P(7)  = 0.6;     %Final inertial weight (w) 
P(8)  = 2500;    %Number of iterations to achieve w2 = P(7) 
P(9)  = 1e-99;   %Lowest error gradient tolerance 
P(10) = Inf;     %Maximum number of itterations without error changing more 
                 %    than P(9) 
  
gbest = PSO(inputs, xb, P); 
  
end 
  
function gbest = PSO(inputs, xb, P) 
%Runs the PSO algorithm 
%inputs is a structure: 
%   inputs{1} = [n0,n3] 
%   inputs{2} = MT order as a vector of 1's and 2's 
%   inputs{3} = [lambda,1-R] experimental data to be fit to 
%xb is c x 2, and contains boundary values for c parameters (min,max) 
%P is a vector containing data which guides PSO 
%   P(1)  is the maximum velocity in terms of bounds percentage 
%   P(2)  is the maximum number of itterations 
%   P(3)  is the number of particles 
%   P(4)  is c1 
%   P(5)  is c2 
%   P(6)  is initial inertial weight (w) 
%   P(7)  is final inertial weight (w) 
%   P(8)  is the number of iterations to achieve w2 = P(7) 
%   P(9)  is the lowest error gradient tolerance 
%   P(10) is the maximum number of itterations without error changing more 
%         than P(9) 
  
vmax = P(1) * (xb(:,2) - xb(:,1)); %c x 1, maximum velocity of particles 
max_itt = P(2); 
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n = P(3); 
c1 = P(4); 
c2 = P(5); 
w1 = P(6); 
w2 = P(7); 
witt = P(8); 
epsilon = P(9); 
nepsilon = P(10); 
  
%Set min/max of x/v 
xMin = repmat(xb(:,1),1,n); 
xMax = repmat(xb(:,2),1,n); 
Vmax = vmax(:,ones(1,n)); %[c,n] version of vmax 
Vmin = -Vmax; 
  
%Initialize swarm randomly, initialize velocities randomly 
c = size(xb,1); 
x = rand(c,n).*(xMax-xMin) + xMin; %Position (c x n) 
% x = (best_guess'*ones(1,n)).*(1+0.2*(2*rand(c,n)-1)); 
% x = xMin.*(x<=xMin) + xMax.*(x>=xMax) + x.*((x<xMax).*(x>xMin)); 
xv = (2*rand(c,n)-1).*Vmax;        %Velocity (c x n) 
  
%Keep track of global best value 
gbest_vector = NaN*ones(1,max_itt); 
cnt2 = 0; %Counter used for stopping criteria 
  
%Graphs 
figure(1); 
p1 = plot(gbest_vector); 
ylim([0 1]); 
xlim([0 max_itt]); 
  
figure(2); 
n0 = inputs{1}(1); 
n3 = inputs{1}(2); 
MTvec = inputs{2}; 
lambda = inputs{3}(:,1); 
data = inputs{3}(:,2); 
plot(lambda,data,'k'); 
hold on; 
p2 = plot(lambda,data,'r'); 
hold off; 
legend('Experimental Data','Simulated Results'); 
xlabel('Wavelength [nm]'); 
ylabel('Transmittance'); 
  
%Start itterative process 
tic; 
for i = 1:max_itt 
     
    if i == 1 
         
        %First itteration - initialize swarm 
        %Initialize pbest locations and scores 
        pbest = x; 
        pbest_value = fit_function(pbest,inputs); 
         
        %Initialize gbest location and score 
        [gbest_value,ind] = min(pbest_value); 
        gbest = pbest(:,ind); 
         
    else 
         
        %Score population with fit function 
        sc = fit_function(x,inputs); %1 x n 
         
        %Update pbest 
        replace = (sc <= pbest_value);      %Finds indeces where new score <= pbest 
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        pbest(:,replace) = x(:,replace);        %Replace pbest coordinates 
        pbest_value(replace) = sc(replace); %Replace pbest scores 
         
        %Update gbest 
        [min_pbest, ind] = min(pbest_value); 
        if (min_pbest < gbest_value) 
            gbest = pbest(:,ind); 
            gbest_value = min_pbest; 
        end 
         
    end 
    gbest_vector(i) = gbest_value; 
     
    %Stopping Criteria 
    if (i > 1) 
        tmp1 = abs(gbest_vector(i-1) - gbest_value); 
        if tmp1 > epsilon 
            cnt2 = 0; 
        elseif tmp1 <= epsilon 
            cnt2 = cnt2+1; 
            if cnt2 >= nepsilon 
                break; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
     
    %Alternate Stopping Criteria 
    if (gbest_value<0.01) 
        break; 
    end 
     
    %Update w 
    if (i <= witt) 
        w = w1 + (w2-w1) * ((i-1) / (witt-1)); 
    else 
        w = w2; 
    end 
     
    %Set new velocity 
    xv = w*xv + c1*rand*(pbest-x) + c2*rand*(gbest(:,ones(1,n))-x); %[c,n] 
    xv = (xv<=Vmin).*(Vmin) + (xv>Vmin).*xv; %Limit velocity to Vmin 
    xv = (xv>=Vmax).*(Vmax) + (xv<Vmax).*xv; %Limit velocity to Vmax 
     
    %Update position 
    x = x + xv; 
    xMinBool = x<=xMin; 
    xMaxBool = x>=xMax; 
     
    %Constrain swarm to boundaries 
    x = (xMinBool).*xMin + (1-xMinBool).*x; %Limit position to xMin 
    x = (xMaxBool).*xMax + (1-xMaxBool).*x; %Limit position to xMax 
     
    %Reverse velocities if crossing xMin, xMax 
    xv = (xMinBool).*(-xv) + (1-xMinBool).*xv; %Bounce off xMin 
    xv = (xMaxBool).*(-xv) + (1-xMaxBool).*xv; %Bounce off xMax 
     
    %Display progress 
    if ~mod(i,max_itt/1000) 
        tleft = (max_itt-i)*(toc/i); 
        days = floor(tleft/86400); 
        hours = floor((tleft - 86400*days)/3600); 
        mins  = floor((tleft - 3600*hours - 86400*days)/60); 
        secs  = floor( tleft - 60*mins - 3600*hours - 86400*days); 
        clc;fprintf('%.2f%%\n',100*i/max_itt); 
        fprintf('Estimated time to completion: %d days, %d hours, %d minutes, %d seconds\n', 
days, hours, mins, secs); 
    end 
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    %Update graphs 
    set(p1,'YData',gbest_vector); 
    set(p1.Parent,'YLim',[0 max(gbest_vector)]); 
    pause(0.001); 
     
    %Prepare gbest data for graph 
    if (i>1) 
        if abs(gbest_vector(i)-gbest_vector(i-1))>0 
            delta1 = 2*pi*gbest(3).*gbest(1)./lambda; 
            delta2 = 2*pi*gbest(4).*gbest(2)./lambda; 
             
            M1_11 = cos(delta1); 
            M1_12 = 1i*sin(delta1)./gbest(1); 
            M1_21 = 1i*gbest(1).*sin(delta1); 
            M1_22 = cos(delta1); 
             
            M2_11 = cos(delta2); 
            M2_12 = 1i*sin(delta2)./gbest(2); 
            M2_21 = 1i*gbest(2).*sin(delta2); 
            M2_22 = cos(delta2); 
             
            for j=1:length(MTvec) 
                if j==1 
                    if (MTvec(j)==1) 
                        MT_11 = M1_11; 
                        MT_12 = M1_12; 
                        MT_21 = M1_21; 
                        MT_22 = M1_22; 
                    else 
                        MT_11 = M2_11; 
                        MT_12 = M2_12; 
                        MT_21 = M2_21; 
                        MT_22 = M2_22; 
                    end 
                else 
                    if (MTvec(j)==1) 
                        C11 = MT_11.*M1_11 + MT_12.*M1_21; 
                        C12 = MT_11.*M1_12 + MT_12.*M1_22; 
                        C21 = MT_21.*M1_11 + MT_22.*M1_21; 
                        C22 = MT_21.*M1_12 + MT_22.*M1_22; 
                        MT_11 = C11; 
                        MT_12 = C12; 
                        MT_21 = C21; 
                        MT_22 = C22; 
                    else 
                        C11 = MT_11.*M2_11 + MT_12.*M2_21; 
                        C12 = MT_11.*M2_12 + MT_12.*M2_22; 
                        C21 = MT_21.*M2_11 + MT_22.*M2_21; 
                        C22 = MT_21.*M2_12 + MT_22.*M2_22; 
                        MT_11 = C11; 
                        MT_12 = C12; 
                        MT_21 = C21; 
                        MT_22 = C22; 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
            r = (n0*MT_11 + n0*n3*MT_12 - MT_21 - n3*MT_22)./(n0*MT_11 + n0*n3*MT_12 + MT_21 + 
n3*MT_22); 
            R = r.*conj(r); 
            simulated = 0.9*(1-R); 
            set(p2,'YData',simulated); 
            figure(2); 
            title(['n_{1} = ',num2str(gbest(1)),', n_{2} = ',num2str(gbest(2)),... 
                 ', d_{1} = ',num2str(gbest(3)),', d_{2} = ',num2str(gbest(4))]); 
%             set(get(p2.Parent,'Title'),,['n1 = ',num2str(gbest(1)),', n2 = 
',num2str(gbest(2)),... 
%                 ', d1 = ',num2str(gbest(3)),', d2 = ',num2str(gbest(4))]); 
        end 
    end 
end 
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%Display end of progress 
tleft = toc; 
hours = floor(tleft/3600); 
mins  = floor((tleft - 3600*hours)/60); 
secs  = floor(tleft - 60*mins - 3600*hours); 
clc;fprintf('Completed: %s\n',datestr(now)); 
fprintf('Total time to complete: %d hours, %d minutes, %d seconds\n', hours, mins, secs); 
  
figure(1); 
plot(gbest_vector); 
ylim([0 max(gbest_vector)]); 
  
end 
  
  
  
function sc = fit_function(x, inputs) 
%Calculates the best-fit score of particles given pos, V 
%x is c x n, where 
%    n is the number of data points (PSO - particles) 
%        For generating real values, n = 1 
%    c is the number of parameters 
%inputs is a structure: 
%   inputs{1} = [n0,n3] 
%   inputs{2} = MT order as a vector of 1's and 2's 
%   inputs{3} = [lambda,1-R] experimental data to be fit to 
%sc is 1 x n 
  
[c,n] = size(x); %#ok<ASGLU> %c is not used 
  
n0 = inputs{1}(1); 
n3 = inputs{1}(2); 
  
MTvec = inputs{2}; 
  
data = inputs{3}; 
flag = size(data,1)>size(data,2); 
if flag==0 
    lambda = data(1,:)'*ones(1,n); 
    Rdata  = data(2,:)'*ones(1,n); 
else 
    lambda = data(:,1)*ones(1,n); 
    Rdata  = data(:,2)*ones(1,n); 
end 
  
  
  
n1 = ones(size(lambda,1),1)*x(1,:); %1 x n 
n2 = ones(size(lambda,1),1)*x(2,:); %1 x n 
d1 = ones(size(lambda,1),1)*x(3,:); %1 x n 
d2 = ones(size(lambda,1),1)*x(4,:); %1 x n 
  
delta1 = 2*pi*d1.*n1./lambda; 
delta2 = 2*pi*d2.*n2./lambda; 
  
M1_11 = cos(delta1); 
M1_12 = 1i*sin(delta1)./n1; 
M1_21 = 1i*n1.*sin(delta1); 
M1_22 = cos(delta1); 
  
M2_11 = cos(delta2); 
M2_12 = 1i*sin(delta2)./n2; 
M2_21 = 1i*n2.*sin(delta2); 
M2_22 = cos(delta2); 
  
for i=1:length(MTvec) 
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    if i==1 
        if (MTvec(i)==1) 
            MT_11 = M1_11; 
            MT_12 = M1_12; 
            MT_21 = M1_21; 
            MT_22 = M1_22; 
        else 
            MT_11 = M2_11; 
            MT_12 = M2_12; 
            MT_21 = M2_21; 
            MT_22 = M2_22; 
        end 
    else 
        if (MTvec(i)==1) 
            C11 = MT_11.*M1_11 + MT_12.*M1_21; 
            C12 = MT_11.*M1_12 + MT_12.*M1_22; 
            C21 = MT_21.*M1_11 + MT_22.*M1_21; 
            C22 = MT_21.*M1_12 + MT_22.*M1_22; 
            MT_11 = C11; 
            MT_12 = C12; 
            MT_21 = C21; 
            MT_22 = C22; 
        else 
            C11 = MT_11.*M2_11 + MT_12.*M2_21; 
            C12 = MT_11.*M2_12 + MT_12.*M2_22; 
            C21 = MT_21.*M2_11 + MT_22.*M2_21; 
            C22 = MT_21.*M2_12 + MT_22.*M2_22; 
            MT_11 = C11; 
            MT_12 = C12; 
            MT_21 = C21; 
            MT_22 = C22; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
  
r = (n0*MT_11 + n0*n3*MT_12 - MT_21 - n3*MT_22)./(n0*MT_11 + n0*n3*MT_12 + MT_21 + n3*MT_22); 
R = r.*conj(r); 
  
sc = sqrt(sum((Rdata-(1-R)).^2,1)/size(lambda,1)); 
  
end 
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APPENDIX C 
 
This appendix includes some of the error simulations used for testing the 11-layer 
narrowband filter.  The filters being simulated have thickness errors that affect random layers.   
 
 
Figure C.1: The first layer is 0.8 times the intended thickness. The fourth layer is 1.2 times 
the intended thickness.  The filter still functions, but the transmittance spectrum acts in a 
strange way at low wavelengths.  The peak is shifted by a few nm.   
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Figure C.2: The fourth layer is 0.8 times the intended thickness. The tenth layer is 1.2 times 
the intended thickness.  The filter still functions, but the transmittance spectrum acts in a 
strange way at low wavelengths.  The peak is shifted by a few nm, and the reflectivity 
between 460nm and 510nm is lower than usual.   
 
 
Figure C.3: The fourth layer is 1.5 times the intended thickness. The tenth layer is 0.6 times 
the intended thickness.  These errors are larger than before, but the filter still functions, 
with the peak shifted by around 45nm and the reflectivity to the right of the peak being 
lower than expected.   
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Figure C.4: The first layer is 2 times the intended thickness and the eighth layer is 0.4 times 
the intended thickness.  These are extremely large errors, but the filter still has a 
transmittance peak close to the target wavelength.  The FWHM is larger than normal and 
the reflectivity between 600 and 700nm is lower than usual.   
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APPENDIX D 
 
 This appendix includes more examples of the transmission spectrum fits generated with 
the MATLAB program, and a table which includes the refractive indices found by these fits.   
 
 
Figure D.1:  The best fit for a 5-layer Bragg reflector on glass. 
 
 
Figure D.2:  The best fit for an 11-layer narrowband filter on glass. 
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Figure D.3:  The best fit for an annealed 11-layer narrowband filter on glass. 
 
 
Figure D.4:  The best fit for an 11-layer narrowband filter on glass with a center layer 
thickness of 3 HWLs.   
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Figure D.5:  The best fit for an 11-layer comb filter on glass with a center layer thickness of 
10 HWLs. 
  
 
Fabricated filter Refractive index SiO2 (n1) Refractive index TiO2 (n2) 
Glass 5-layer Bragg 1.4 2.6435 
Quartz 11-layer narrowband 1.7 2.4489 
Glass 11-layer narrowband 1.6989 2.4519 
Glass annealed 11-layer narrowband 1.4 2.5281 
Glass comb filter 3x center 1.6444 2.4078 
Glass comb filter 10x center 1.7 2.5734 
Glass comb filter 10x center sample 
2 
1.7 2.5564 
Table D.1:  The calculated refractive indices from the best fit of samples used in this work.  
The SiO2 refractive index was bounded between 1.4 and 1.7 to prevent the best fit from 
centering in on incorrect refractive index values.   
 
 
The refractive index values show that the TiO2 has an average refractive index of 2.5157±.0833, 
which is higher than the refractive index that was measured (2.4404).  The average refractive 
index for SiO2 based on the values in Table 8.1 is 1.6061±.1423, and has a higher standard 
deviation than the TiO2.  However, this value is higher than the previously measured refractive 
index of 1.5151.   
